The author invokes issues (integrity of the Universe, epistemological status of its nature, system approach specifics) prompting to discuss once again the nature of the system approach in cosmology. For this purpose, he reviews the genesis of the system approach. The author considers Plato's representations concerning synthesis of many knowledge and introduction of the concept "system" in Condillac's and Kant's works. The opposition identified by them -a system is an organized scientific knowledge and a system as an object of this knowledge -may be found later in many system concepts. However George Shchedrovitsky additionally claims and shows that a system approach has to be specific to the developed subject domain. Therefore, in particular, when creating a system approach for a methodology, he interprets it as a section of methodology, and builds the latter upon this approach. Besides, Shchedrovitsky maintains that activity which was a subject matter in methodology acts as an intermediary between the methodology and the "system language". The author assumes that there is good reason for creating intermediaries in all similar cases. Agreeing with the division of the history of cosmology into two stages: "prescientific" (mythological and philosophical) and scientific proper, the author suggests calling them "protocosmology" and cosmology proper, claiming that in the first case the whole -Space, Universe -were set by means of mythological or philosophical schemes. The author explains his understanding of the concept of "scheme" and particularities of mythological and philosophical schemes of the Universe. Unlike with protocosmology, in cosmological doctrines Universe models are created on the basis of natural science schemes. But outside natural sciences -in philosophy and human sciences -philosophical schemes still contest these models. Proceeding from Vadim Kazyutinsky's works, the author asserts that in terms of key parameters Cosmology has to be referred to a humanitarian scientific discipline, and its object cannot be described within one scientific discipline; that "the cosmological reality" is a multi-level one, and each level is characterised by its own patterns which shall be described by different cosmological theories. Based on the above considerations, the author concludes that the system approach has to differ significantly from classical and synergetic approaches.
functions, morphology and material) in the system-and-structural methodology concept of Georgy Shchedrovitsky. And what system concept is characteristic of cosmology? Should not it also be specific, catching the essence of problems and concreteness in this scientific and philosophical area? I think, the answer such as "normal classical system concept used in natural sciences" will hardly suit us now, since, as I showed in the work "Regarding the problem of demarcation of natural and human sciences, as well as where shall we refer cosmology to", the question of a physical nature of the Universe is not at all simple and solved [Rozin, 2007; Nesteruk, 2011] . Besides, nowadays in the natural sciences there is no clarity with respect to the understanding and various types of the system approach [Panov, 2017; Book of Abstracts, 2016] . To understand, let us consider at first what is a system approach, and then we will return to the solution of the problem.
In the "New Philosophical Encyclopaedia" a system approach is characterized as follows: "an area of philosophy and methodology of science, special scientific knowledge and social practice based on research of objects as systems … system approach is an interdisciplinary philosophical, methodological and scientific direction of researches … is performs its heuristic functions, remaining a set of cognitive principles the main sense of which consists in proper orientation of specific researches" [Blauberg et al., 2001: 559-560] . Here, in my opinion, it is important to understand what does "interdisciplinary" mean and in what sense "heuristic"; these notions, really, grab something essential. Interestingly, some modern domains of philosophy and methodology of sciences relying on system approach such as synergetrics and knowledge engineering also consider themselves as interdisciplinary researches and heuristics. It is hardly by chance. Let us recall in the first place where did system ideas emerge for the first time.
They appeared at first in philosophy (Etienne de Condillac "Traité des systèmes", Immanuel Kant "Critique of Practical Reason"), then in chemistry, biology and sociology. But the specific reflection of the system approach is found only in the 20 th century.
Condillac understands under a system absolutely different thing from what we do. For him a system means principles and knowledge based thereon, describing the nature which are consciously created by a scientist. It seems that we have here a project of natural sciences. It is true, but Condillac's systems have one more function. Condillac understands as principles also provisions on which all other judgments of a certain system rely, and the prime causes (i.e. not knowledge any more, but the ontologic essence), and "the beginnings" (here Aristotle comes to mind), and even the "law" of the nature. Besides, according to him, the number of principles should be minimum, ideally only one 1 . It turns out that a system, according to Condillac, is both the nature taken in the natural science as an object, and an organized scientific knowledge of this object. The opposition identified here -a system is an organized scientific knowledge and a system as an object of this knowledge -may be found later in many system concepts.
It is also evident in Kant's works, but, on the one hand, Kant emphasises methodological interpretation of system notions (as procedures of thinking and work of a cognizer), and on the other -these notions are introduced for the first time. In fact, in the "Critique of Practical Reason" there is a special layer of terms and concepts which we refer today to a structural system thinking. So Kant widely uses such concepts as "functions" (functions of mind), "systems", "systematic unity", "the whole", "analysis and synthesis", "interrelations", "conditionality".
"Considering all our rational knowledge in all their volume," Kant writes, "we find that what the reason absolutely especially possesses and what it aims to implement, is systematicity of knowledge, that is interrelations of knowledge according to one principle. This unity of reason always assumes an idea, namely an idea about a knowledge form as the whole which precedes a certain knowledge of parts and comprises conditions for a priori place of any part and its relation to other parts" [Kant, 1964: 353-354] (the italicizing is ours -V.R.).
Kant's thought and reasoning move simultaneously in two planes: the plane of ideas about the reason (this is the whole, all parts and bodies of which have a certain purpose and are interconnected) and the plane of units (knowledge, concepts, categories, ideas, principles, etc.) from which Kant creates a building of Practical Reason. Each unit of the second plane has its reflection on the first one, thus allowing to attribute it new characteristics providing for the required organization of all structural units. It is structural-and-system conceptions that make it possible to make such a reflection and to characterize in a new way (systemically) all structural units. This, in particular, explains why Kant emphasizes persistently the advantage of synthesis as against analysis, as well as the importance of a set for the whole (unity):
"Our conceptions should be already given prior to any analysis, and no one concept can in terms of contents arise analytically. Synthesis of a diverse object (be it given empirically or a priori) generates first of all knowledge which originally can be yet rough and not clear and therefore needs analysis; nevertheless this is synthesis that actually makes knowledge of various elements and integrates them in a certain contents" [Kant, 1964: 173] . And here are two more statements. "Hence one can see that when drawing conclusions, the reason aims at reducing huge variety of knowledge to the smallest number of principles (general conditions) and reaching thereby their highest unity... the reason is related only to the application of the mind, and not because the mind comprises the basis of possible experience, but to assign it the direction for achieving such unity about which the mind has no idea and which consists in uniting all actions of the mind with respect to each subject in an absolute whole" [Kant, 1964: 344, 358] .
What did Kant need the concept of the system for? Approximately for the same purpose, as Plato needed it in his "Symposium" when he understood that there are several definitions of love rather than one (love, according to Plato, is a search of one's half and an aspiration to integrity, this is an incubation of such spiritual offsprings as beauty, welfare and immortality, love is not god and not a man, but a genius, at last, this is a harmony diffused in the nature). Plato understood that if one fails to coordinate among themselves these different definitions of love, the knowledge received about love will be contradictory. In "Phaedrus" Plato solves the task of synthesis of different definitions (or as George Shchedrovitsky writes, he task of "configuring many knowledges") by referencing them to a single idea: "… it is the ability, by embracing everything by a general view, to trace to a uniform idea things that are discretely dispersed everywhere, giving a definition to each of them, to make clear the subject of the edification. We did the same a while ago, speaking about Eros: at first we defined what is it, and then, for better or worse, began to reason; therefore our reasoning became clear and did not contradict itself" [Plato, 1993: 176] . Plato calls such reflections dialectics. "I, Phaedrus," says Socrates, "am also a worshiper of such distinguishing and generalization -this helps me to reason and think. And if I notice in another a natural ability to embrace the ensemble and the multiple, I follow him "as god". Am I right or not treating those who can do it, only god knows, and I call them dialecticians" [Plato, 1993: 176] .
Emphasizing in "Parmenida" a coherence of the ensemble and the multiple, speaking in the seventh letter about "mutual check -of a name by definitions, and of visible images, by feelings -and, what is more, if it is made in the form of a benevolent research, by means of good-minded questions and answers", Plato pays our attention to that particularity of this work which may be understood presently using a system approach.
Kant had a much more difficult task: he had to understand how to synthesize and configure such complex notions as "transcendental objects", "experience", "phenomena", "a priori basic foundations", "schemes of thinking", "mind", "reason" and a lot of other subjects. (Today, we would say that these notions belong to different subjects, and Kantian discourse is an interdisciplinary one). Kant solves this problem by creating -in a draft form as yet -a system approach and language (system concepts). Here again we see an opposition, but not an opposition of a scientific knowledge of the nature and the object of this knowledge, but of system thinking procedures (proceeding from the whole, adhering to the priority of synthesis over analysis, considering the whole, functions, links, etc.), and ontologic system conceptions (system, unity, connectivity and connections, functions, etc.) . What is the role of ontologic system conceptions? First, they include knowledge that is obtained within the framework of a system discourse. Secondly, these conceptions give sense to system thinking procedures, for example, conceptions of interrelation force a philosopher or a scientist to reveal compositions of elements, to look for their interdependence, to take into account conditionality, etc.
It is worth paying attention to the role of the concept "whole" in a system discourse. According to Plato, the whole is set, on the one hand, by definitions of love (love as an ideal object), and on the other hand, by a subject considered by Plato (love as a life phenomenon). According to Kant, the whole is Reason with its components ("transcendental objects", "experience", "phenomena", "a priori basic foundations", "schemes of thinking", "mind", etc.) -all this is defined and constructed as ideal objects -but the whole is not reduced only to these ideal objects, it is perceived by Kant also phenomenologically, as a special subject. In other words, the system probably is always set in two ways: at a theoretical level (creation of ideal objects, receiving theoretical knowledge) and at a phenomenological level (in this case we perceive love or reason, or nature, or Universe within the framework of understandingmore widely -of our life).
In connection with the last note the following question arises: shall the notion of a system include also specific concreteness, or, speaking differently, shall system approaches differ in different areas of knowledge and cognition? The answer is obvious: if the whole cannot be reduced to the respective ideal objects of the system, but is also perceived phenomenologically, then the notion of a system shall be weighted subject-wise. It has to grab particularities of a certain field of knowledge, a certain subject domain (biology, technical knowledge, law or, say, cosmology).
Perhaps, the first to find this solution was my teacher, George Shchedrovitsky. He faced two interconnected tasks -creation of the theory of activity and general methodology. In principle, both the transition from the subject point of view to methodological one and new synthesis of "reflexive contents" (approaches, concepts, situations in a subject, ideals of knowledge, reflection, etc.) making the main thing in methodological work assume analysis of these realities. But if Shchedrovitsky went this way, first, he would hardly solve problems he was concerned with in foreseeable terms, and secondly, he would get under a fire of criticism from other researchers of these realities. Here is what he writes, for example, about reflection, when discussing this issue.
"Representations accumulated during the previous development of philosophy connect reflection, first, with processes of production of new meanings, secondly, with processes of objectivation of meanings in the form of knowledge, subjects and objects of activity, thirdly, with specific functioning of a) knowledge, b) subjects and c) objects in practical activities. And, probably, there is more to come. But even this is already too much to try to present everything directly in the form of a mechanism or a formal rule for designing and expanding schemes. Therefore we shall try to reduce somehow all these moments to simpler relations and mechanisms in order to deduce them from the latters and thus to organize everything in a uniform system" [Shchedrovitsky, 1995: 273] .
In other words, Shchedrovitsky decided not to analyze reflexive realities (in this caseknowledge, subjects, objects and their functioning, as well as mechanisms of production of new meanings), but to redefine and connect them in a new, more simple and constructive language. What is this language? The language of system approach (system-and-structural language) within the framework of which the activity is described now. "Initial fundamental representation: activity -system", wrote Shchedrovitsky in his work in 1975 [Shchedrovitsky, 1995: 241] .
At the same time, to validate this step, he claims that system approach is only a variation of methodological work. "The area of existence of truly system problems and system objects," Shchedrovitsky writes, "it is the area of methodology" [Shchedrovitsky, 1995: 81] . "System approach in the present sociocultural situation can be created and will be effective only if it is included in a more general and wider task of creation and development of means of methodological thinking and methodological work" [Shchedrovitsky, 1995: 114] . "We may have", Shchedrovitsky writes, "only two strategies: 1) to "get down to business" immediately and to start designing system-and-structural representations, not knowing how to do it and what we have to get as a result, or 2) to design and create such an organization, or 'activity machine' which in the course of functioning would start processing modern system-andstructural representations in a harmonious and consistent system of system views and system elaborations... the design of the 'machine' itself guarantees that it will be methodological representations" [Shchedrovitsky, 1995: 109-110] .
What is important for us, is not what Shchedrovitsky managed to construct as a result of such formulation of the question (by the way, a variation of system approach for the methodology of the Moscow Methodological Circle (MMC) was created [Rozin, 2019] ), but how Shchedrovitsky resolves the issue of relation of system approach with objectness. The decision is unambiguous -system approach shall be specific for its subject domain 2 , in particular, Shchedrovitsky claims that system and methodological approaches shall be complementary, and developed together. Thus it became clear that activity which was the subject of development and studying in MMC, mediates between the subject (methodology in Shchedrovitsky's option) and "system language" ("a system of concepts and ontologic representations" which were used for synthesis and configuring many knowledge elements and subjects). If as a subject of knowledge is a complex phenomenon presented to the researcher in the form of many knowledges and subjects, the creation of the concept and theory of this phenomenon assumes the use of system language and discourse within the framework of which the synthesis and configuring are performed. Perhaps, Igor Blauberg, Eric Yudin, Vadim Sadovsky, meant this speaking about interdisciplinarity and heuristicity of the system approach.
A thought comes to mind that it is not by chance that in all such cases it is necessary to create intermediaries [Rousseau et al., 2016] . Is not, for example, in Kant such an intermediary the notion of Reason, in semiotics, the notion of communication, in Michael Bakhtin's theory the notion of dialogue, and in Alexander Bogdanov's conception, the notion of organization? Possibly, intermediaries make it possible to pass from characteristics of concreteness to very different characteristics of system language.
Let us return to cosmology now. Most researchers are unanimous in distinguishing two stages of its development: so to speak, "prescientific" (meaning natural sciences), mythological and philosophical, and scientific proper, up to modern concepts and theories. According to these stages it is possible to speak about "protocosmology" and cosmology proper. If we are talking about protocosmology, the whole -Space, Universe -was defined by means of mythological or philosophical schemes. Two words about schemes.
Not models, not ideal objects of science, but exactly schemes. Schemes, according to Shchedrovitsky, are the main tools of methodology. I tried to distinguish schemes and models in my work "Introduction to schemology: Schemes in philosophy, culture, science, design" [Rozin, 2011] . If modelling assumes preliminary assignment in some form or other of an object modelled, as well as a possibility to refer knowledge received using a model to this object, claiming for the given context equivalence of the model and the object modelled, the scheme has no such restrictions, it defines by itself the object which it describes. The scheme only allows to understand and to act in a certain way. For example, if we use the subway scheme to determine the length of a travel (by counting and comparing the number of stations along different routes), in this case this is a model. But if the subway scheme is used by a passenger who found himself for the first time in the subway, say, to understand the environment he got into, and what he can do there in general (to change lines, to enter stations and to leave them, to follow any route), this is a scheme. Schemes are created to solve "a problem situation", they set a new reality and the object therein for the first time. Schemes allow to understand what is happening, and to act accordingly. Judging by researches of Alexey Losev, schemes were introduced and discussed for the first time by Plato, then they are discussed by Immanuel Kant, then by participants of the Moscow Methodological Circle from which originated as well your obedient servant and, partly, Alexander Popov.
Comparing ideas of schemes according to Plato and Shchedrovitsky, it is possible to identify two first characteristics of the notion "scheme": 1) schemes are created by a man as a preliminary condition of knowledge, they allow to plan the main characteristics of the object of study, bring us to it, but only bring, this object is actually studied in the field of knowledge, however, often only on schemes we can tap into essential characteristics of the object which we investigate, and 2) schemes create conditions for activity (practical or cognitive). The third characteristic of the notion "scheme" is that they perform several functions: they help to understand the events, organize and reorganize the man's activity, accumulate meanings which were not interconnected in any way before, facilitate identification of a new reality.
Schemes appear (are invented) in situations presenting problems; this is by means of schemes that these problems are solved and a new object (reality) is formed. A prerequisite of development of schemes is defining, that is substituting in the language one notions for others. In this sense the scheme seems to be a kind of signs, however, the main thing in schemes is not a possibility to act instead of a designated object, but to solve problems, to set a new vision and to organize activity. If we place emphasis on the latter, then the sign function of a scheme acts only as a condition of schematization. Then schemes cannot be put in one row with signs. In this case schemes are an independent reality, rather than an epistemological entity, just about what Kant wrote.
What were particularities of mythological and philosophical schemes of the Universe? They had to explain phenomena observed by a man on the Earth and in the Sky within the boundaries either of the idea of so-called "Big Home" where all people, animals and their souls live (mythological vision) or the idea of the House (World) created by gods (religious vision) or the idea of the World (space, nature), which has always existed, supported by the thought of Reason/God (Aristotle). It is clear that here the whole was defined not by a natural-science thought, but by problems and ways of solution of these problems by separate communities or, in antiquity, by individuals behind whom also some communities stood. Since synthesis and configuring of different knowledge about observed phenomena were carried out using schemes, the knowledge obtained differed drastically from the natural-science knowledge. For example, mythological and religious knowledge could be inconsistent, but on the other hand they offered an explanation and allowed to act. Antique philosophical knowledge of the Universe was consistent, but also received through schemes [Rozin, 2017: 6, 55] .
Does the foregoing mean that the natural-science knowledge of the Universe which replaced mythological and philosophical knowledge, was created without schemes? It may be demonstrated that it is not so, only in this case on the basis of initial schemes models were created 3 . "Prediction of discovery of Neptune," Vadim Kazyutinsky writes, "was the triumph of the theory of gravitation. Based on the Newtonian mechanics, the cosmogony (hypothesis by Georges Buffon, Kant, Pierre Laplace) received new impulses … The research program following traditions of Kant, Laplace, Jeans was called classical one. At first it was developed within the framework of Newtonian cosmogony, then fundamental laws of nonclassical physics … Star formation processes occurring according to the classical concept through condensation of diffused substance are almost directly observed by means of new astronomical devices now … Some types of objects unknown to astronomy have been found: active galaxy nuclei, quasars, cosmic background radiation, pulsars, burst x-ray and gamma radiation sources, other planetary systems the existence of which was predicted by J. Bruno … The point of view of supporters of the classical paradigm was summed up by Joseph Shklovsky in 1979 as follows: "Many things are not clear yet and have to be learned, but the 'master plan', the interrelation of objects, and, above all, the history of development (of the Universe), are understood and passed into the category of absolute truth"" [Kazyutinsky, 1993: 26, 27, 30] .
In case of a natural-science approach the whole of the Universe is set by the laws of nature, then on their basis hypotheses about organization and borders of the Universe are made, observations are conducted, processes running in the Universe and parameters of space objects are calculated. There is also a clear foundation for the system approach: a variety of knowledge and subjects of study and observation can be synthesized and configured on the basis of classical natural-science and synergetic system representations [Mobus & Kalton, 2014; Wilby et al., 2014] .
However natural-science approach in cosmology is contested by others, which are based not on schemes and models of natural sciences, but on schemes of philosophy and human sciences [Bazaluk & Kharchenko, 2018] . You may ask why? Because, first, the natural-science explanation faced a number of significant challenges. Secondly, in my opinion, because the knowledge of the Universe is ethically and existentially loaded (after all the Universe is our home, but what, interestingly, prospects open before the mankind in a house built by astrophysics? According to them, sooner or later, all of us have to disappear either as a result of falling of an asteroid, or compression or dispersal of the Universe, or any other natural process).
"Doubts," Kazyutinsky writes, "are generated by three circumstances. First, modern evolutionary theories in astrophysics have not yet a sufficient amount of predictions confirmed on their basis, i.e. they not quite satisfy the substantiality criterion accepted in the (natural. -V.R.) science. On the contrary, some predictions do not come true (for example, the flow of solar neutrinos turned to be significantly less than the one predicted by the theory). Secondly, despite almost semicentennial researches of active processes in galaxies, many of them have no quite reliable explanation yet. As a matter of fact, we still do not know what is happening in galactic kerns. Thirdly, numerous and very sophisticated attempts to resolve the "paradox of mass" have not been crowned with success so far. According to modern representations, accumulation of galaxies shall be stationary. But in this case we have to admit that 95-98% of the Universe substance mass are in an invisible state (a "hidden mass"). All attempts to understand the physical nature of hidden masses "hung in mid-air" so far [Kazyutinsky, 1993: 31] .
Especially intolerant, as we know, is the "singularity problem", according to which, if moving back to the beginning of dispersal of galaxies, we shall come to the zero point where many physical parameters (the mass of substance, radiuses of particles, etc.) take on infinite or zero values, losing thereby their physical meaning. There is also such a fundamental question as what was there "prior to" singularity. Some researchers "prudently declared that currently there is no reasonable physical answer to this question yet" [Kazyutinsky, 1993: 34] . If it does not exist in physical reality, then, as I show, this problem can be resolved within the framework of human sciences. And how it is possible to interpret the answers given by many cosmologists: this question is senseless because time -as still Augustine believed -"had to appear together with the Universe" [Kazyutinsky, 1993: 34] . By the way, in human sciences the choice of initial presumptions (in this case, the general relativity theory) and interpretation of phenomena observed, as well as of consequences resulting from the theory depend only on one thing -the identity of the scientist, his values and vision.
The case of criticism of the extrapolation principle on the basis of which the whole cosmology is being built is no less interesting. "Some cosmologists opposing the Friedmann tradition (especially, Edward Milne, Hermann Bondi, Thomas Gold) demonstrated a deeply negative attitude to the extrapolation method in cosmology". They were of opinion that "the Universe as a whole is a so unique object that its research on the basis of extrapolation is impossible in principle" [Kazyutinsky, 1993: 31] .
As a result the conclusion which is drawn by V. Kazyutinsky does not surprise: "The offered interpretation of the Universe as a whole is in line with the idea of plurality of ontologic worlds … The main idea of the author -that the concept of the Universe as a whole is in fact relative, instead of being a kind of a physical absolute established once and forever -came true" [Kazyutinsky, 1993: 13] . And your obedient servant took things a step further. Analyzing Kazyutinsky's works, I drew the following conclusion.
Cosmology has to be in all respects classified as a scientific discipline of humanitarian type that does not exclude availability therein of various physical and other natural-science disciplines. The object of cosmology (similar to the objects of biology, cultural science, sociology) cannot be described within one scientific discipline. "The cosmological reality" is a multi-level one, and each level is characterised by its own patterns which shall be described by different cosmological theories. From the point of view of the philosophy of science, the Universe as an object of study of cosmology represents ideal objects of humanitarian theories which are created based on facts (astronomical observations and their interpretation), in the process of implementation of the cosmologists' values and approaches, carrying out a humanitarian discourse (for example, interpretation of astronomical observations as specific texts and Space activity), taking into account the humanitarian nature of the Universe (plurality of cosmological theories, anthropic principle, etc.) [Rozin, 2007] .
Proceeding from our reflections about system approach, it is possible to assume that this approach for the second understanding of cosmology offered here has to differ significantly from classical and synergetic approaches. For example, the integrity of the Universe will be established in this case not only by the laws of the first nature, but also by problems facing representatives of philosophy and human sciences. Besides, this integrity will be conditioned by modern paradigms of philosophical, natural-science and humanitarian thinking. It is not unlikely that the understanding of this integrity will be also significantly influenced by collective dialogues of communities of the people of the Earth 'floating' in the space in the same boat.
